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A true vision in seating

THE ART OF MTS
IS CREATING
MORE WAYS TO
ELEVATE MORE
ENVIRONMENTS
From the high-rise hotel downtown to the hip new restaurant
down the street, the Art of MTS is everywhere. It’s present in
higher education spaces across the map, and it’s gathered
around the tables of banquet facilities near and far. The Art
of MTS is stitched into the details of every seat we develop
and manufacture, from the concept stages of design to the
moment someone takes their seat for the very first time.
With so many spaces to fill, the bold, beautiful aesthetic
of our seating knows no bounds.
But our beauty is just the beginning. It’s the craftsmanship
that makes our seating so comfortable. It’s the innovative
design that makes our chairs easily stackable to free up more
space. It’s the genuine, unparalleled relationships we have
with our customers that make them feel valued.
When all of these components come together, the result is a
stunning collection of chairs that breaks the mold and pushes
the envelope. That’s the Art of MTS.
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Hilton Columbus Downtown
Design: Simeone Deary
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WORK HARD. PLAY HARD. SIT EASY.
For seating that stands out,
when everyone is sitting down,
more spaces are embracing
the Art of MTS.

With creativity at the forefront of everything we develop and manufacture,
our seating does more than just fill spaces. It effortlessly complements the
rooms around it for a beautiful presentation no matter what the occasion.
From intimate meetings to public performances, wherever groups of people,
large or small, come together, we stand apart.
Across hotels, convention centers, colleges and universities, our seating
solutions can be found everywhere from the ballroom to the board room to
the meeting room, working overtime for meetings and providing a welcome
respite from the dancefloor. With over 20 distinctive families of stackable
or nestable banquet, meeting and convention seating—as well as banquet
and meeting room folding tables, dance floors and storage and handling
solutions—we have the perfect seating solution to bring your crowds to
their feet and earn standing ovations with every performance.
Maybe that’s because every chair we make is artistically inspired and
distinctly designed to bring out the inherent beauty of the spaces they
inhabit. It’s what we call the Art of MTS, and it’s what enables us to create
exciting seating solutions that not only complement the environments
they’re placed in, but elevate them.

H O T E L B A N Q U E T FA C I L I T I E S
HOTEL BALLROOMS
HOTEL MEETING + CONFERENCE ROOMS
CONVENTION CENTERS
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

A perfect union of form and function. When a space
plays host to some of the biggest days of peoples’ lives,
every detail matters. Look to the many customizable options
of MTS seating to help bring the entire room together for a
polished look they’ll remember long after the last toast.
Sit down to business. Your guests will stay focused and
sharp with comfortable seating that doesn’t sacrifice style.
From elegant to modern and sleek to chic, MTS offers a bevy
of smart seating options that work hard to get the job done.
Convention seating that’s unconventionally fashionable.
MTS has become the leading supplier of upholstered banquet
stackable seating to the convention market, manufacturing
hundreds of thousands of chairs for convention centers
across North America in the last five years alone.
Top: Le Méridien Hotel, Center: Halcyon Hotel,
Bottom: Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center
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Vue Rooftop
Design: Z-Space Design Inc.
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FROM CHAIRS TO CHEERS.
For seating solutions worth
celebrating, nationwide
restaurants, local lounges
and social clubs alike look
to the Art of MTS.

Nothing pairs better with a meal than enjoying it in complete comfort.
Which is why successful restaurants rely as much on creating an
inviting atmosphere as they do a delectable menu. And in spots where
style, comfort and beauty are essential ingredients, the Art of MTS
offers a full course of options capable of creating a lasting impression.
Classic diner Americana to rugged and rustic to contemporary
cocktail. Only MTS can seamlessly design for any aesthetic without
compromising on craftsmanship. Whether it’s our dining chairs and
barstools, or our wide variety of laminate and solid wood dining tables
and bases, when it comes to delivering stylish, design-forward seating
solutions, the Art of MTS leaves no room for doubt.

CASUAL DINING
U P S C A L E R E S TA U R A N T S
BAR AND LOUNGE
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
P R I VAT E , G O L F A N D S O C I A L C L U B S
Redefining casual dining. Comfort food has met its
match. With the comfortable seating selections from
our many purpose-built lines, casual dining restaurants
can create a relaxing place for their customers to return
to, time and time again.
Upscale without the upcharge. Put beauty and luxury
on full display with a range of elegant, accessible seating
options. And MTS can help you find the perfect fit for your
space, and your budget.
At the head of the class. All throughout your college
campus, MTS brings your students and faculty alike
smarter seating solutions that score high marks across
the board in style, comfort and function.
Membership has its privileges. You stop short of nothing
to surround your members with all the select amenities
your club offers. And MTS can help you create the equally
exclusive seating solutions to appropriately surround them
in singular style and comfort.
Top: VUE Rooftop, Upper Center: Chop House, Lower Center: The Ohio
State University, Bottom: Naples Beach Hotel and Golf Club
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Marriott Indianapolis North
Design: Columbia Sussex
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R O O M

A N D

PU B L I C

S PAC E

LEAVE THE REST TO US.
For seating that’s always
at home—away from
home—leading hotel
flags are reveling in the
Art of MTS

From the luxury of the five-star resort, to the comfort of the extended-stay
hotel, to the contemporary vibe of the latest boutique hotel; our stylish
seating solutions are paramount in taking any space up a notch.
In fact, it’s our very dedication to design innovation that enables us
to create beautiful, comfortable seating that’s always the perfect fit for
whatever space you’re creating. Because whether it’s providing a stylish
welcome or a relaxing escape, we believe beautifully designed, visually
engaging seating is a critical component in creating the perfect place
for all to gather.
Our public space seating creates the perfect first impression; as inviting
as they are inspiring. Our ergonomic guest room desk seating brings
the perfect function to our fashionable form, enabling guests to find
productivity in their performance. And when R&R is calling, the Art of MTS
offers a wide array of beautifully designed guest room chairs that provide
the perfect combination of comfort and style…from check-in to check-out.

HOTEL GUEST ROOMS
H O T E L P U B L I C S PA C E S
H O T E L E R G O N O M I C D E S K S E AT I N G
We never rest, so they can. When the long day is over,
nothing beats a soft place to land. MTS Seating’s large
array of in-room seating lets guests finish up a day’s
work without sacrificing comfort or style.
By popular demand. Public spaces are changing
dramatically. Trendy communal areas are providing
visitors with a stylishly stunning welcome, while
contemporary breakfast and bar areas are beckoning
guests to come in and sit for a while. And MTS is
creating the modern, up-to-the-moment seating that
designers are embracing to make these glorious
gathering places come alive.

Top: Hotel Indigo, Center: Residence Inn, Bottom: MTS Ergonomic Seating
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CUSTOMIZE
TO

RE A LIZE

YOUR

VISION

To complete the unparalleled
atmosphere you have labored
to create, the Custom Shoppe
at MTS takes it personally.
It’s easy to see that MTS has a seating solution
for just about any space. But sometimes unique
environments demand one-of-a-kind touches. Our
experts in the Custom Shoppe focus specifically
on the uncommon and the unconventional, working
closely with you to create made-to-order seating
solutions built to your exact specifications.
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Custom backs offered on hundreds of our
models enable truly personalized touches,
like corporate logos and specialized shapes
laser-etched into the wood or embroidered
into the upholstery.
Customized colors can help ensure the
seamless integration of our seating into
your environment, and our in-house stain
professionals can match virtually any shade
with eco-friendly, water-based custom stains.
And unique upholstery treatments can help
you distinctly design our seating to meet your
uncompromising aesthetic.

Whatever you’ve
dreamed up, let the
Custom Shoppe at
MTS complete your vision
with truly one-of-a-kind
seating solutions,
custom-made for your
special space.

Music City Center
Design: tvsdesign
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Chop House
Design: Design Collective

The MTS Representative in your area is:
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MADE IN THE

USA
MTS Seating
7100 Industrial Drive
Temperance, MI 48182
734-847-3875
FAX: 800-329-0687
mtsseating.com
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